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TAG-Org Kabul Office
Becomes Operational
KABUL - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAGOrg) announced that its office in Kabul, Afghanistan
is fully operational on March 1, 2010.
Due to the rapid and unprecedented expansion
of TAG-Org globally, the Organization has
recently opened an office in the Afghani
capital, Kabul.

Organization's ability to offer its services to its
clients and to establish a stronger presence in
the market.
Since the establishment of its first company
out of a single office in 1972, the Organization
has continued to grow annually and is now
considered one of the largest professional
service providers globally.

Mr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, TAG-Org Chairman
and CEO, commented on the establishment of
the new facility, stating "TAG-Org’s expansion
strategy aims to address the needs of both
the Organization’s growing list of clients,
and provide new services to already existing
clientele."
“We are really proud of serving our dedicated
clients around the world. The growth of the
Organization is indicative of our commitment
to our clients and employees.”, he added.

The new office can be reached at the following
address:

According to Mr. Abu-Ghazaleh "This part
of the world is an important growth area and
we intend the office to be a springboard into a
developing market in the coming years."

Email:
afghanistan@tagi.com;
afghanistan@agip.com
Contact Person:
Mr. Babu A. Nambarath

The new local presence will increase the

Plot #56, Street #12 /2, Qalai-e-Fathullah,
Kabul, Afghanistan
Telephone: 0093 -7526 00515 / 77964384
Fax: 001- 514 - 9339 023 (through Canada)
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 13004, Qalai-eFathullah, Kabul, Afghanistan

ag-IP- News Agency
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AMMAN-Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal (TAGLegal)
has won a cybersquatting case at the Nominet,
the Internet registry for .uk domain names, in
favor of its client Dabur India Limited against
an individual who had tried to block the domain
name 'vatika.co.uk'.
TAGLegal had challenged the registration of the
domain name 'vatika.co.uk' by the cybersquatter
at Nominet stating that the domain name was
identical to its client’s trademark in which the
company has lawful rights.
According to Mr. Nayef Abu Alim, TAGLegal
Contracts Manager & Domain Attorney,
the London-based Nominet has assisted
in the transfer of the domain name to the
Indian-based Corporation after the Indian
cybersquatter, a US resident, offered to
surrender the disputed name to Dabur Ltd.
TAGLegal filed the complaint against the
cybersquatter in August 2009. However, the
disputed name has been registered by the
Indian cybersquatter since May 19, 2008.
As explained by Mr. Abu Alim who was in charge
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of the case, a pre-complaint correspondence
between the Indian cybersquatter and Dabur
Ltd failed to resolve the dispute.
Cybersquatting is an illegitimate practice of
acquiring and registering an internet address
that reflects the name of an existing business
or a well-known individual, with a view to
selling it to the owner of the business or the
individual in return for an amount of money
that considerably exceeding the actual outof-pocket cost of acquiring the domain in
question.
Nominet acts as a neutral body assisting the
parties to find a solution in case of conflict
related to a particular domain. In case of
failure of such effort, Nominet provides a
dispute resolution service so that the parties
can request an independent expert decision
to resolve their conflict.
Dabur Ltd, the Indian-based firm, has been
using the name 'Vatika' on a variety of its
well-known hair products for decades. The
company has owned registration of its UK
trademark 'Vatika' since 1996.

The Article

Layoff for
Economic
Reasons in
KSA
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was to some extent
protected from the economic downturn, but do
the employees who work in the Kingdom enjoy
the same protection under its different labor
laws?
There is no express stipulation in the Saudi Labor
Law regarding the layoff for economic reasons
or for restructuring. Saudi Labor Law, however,
dedicates a specific chapter to the termination
of the employment contracts, which could offer
potentially applicable explanations to those
who face layoff for economic reasons and for
restructuring.
Saudi Labor Law distinguishes between two
types of employment contract: 1. Definite time
employment contract and 2. Unlimited time
employment contract.

1. Definite time employment contract

According to Saudi Labor Law, an employment
contract shall end by expiration of its term.
However, for non Saudi-workers, if no terms
are mentioned, the employment contract shall
be considered terminated on the employee’s
residency permit expiration’s date if the latter
has not been renewed (Article 37). Before the
contract term’s expiration, the employer does not

have the right to terminate the contract at his sole
discretion otherwise s/he will be liable for payment
of the employee’s salary for the remaining period
of the contract and will be obliged to continue the
execution of the employment contract based on
the same conditions. Also, the employee has the
right to return to the work’s premises.

2. Unlimited time employment contract

According to Article 75 of the Saudi Labor Law,
in cases where the employment contract is for
unlimited terms, the employer may terminate
it for a valid reason. A written notice of any
termination should be made to the employee at
least during 30 days prior the termination date if
the employee is paid on monthly basis and not less
than 15 for other employees. The Commission for
the Settlement of Labor Disputes, which rules in
compliance with Sharia’s principles determines
the definition of “valid reasons”. In addition to
the theory of “valid reasons”, Sharia’s principles
consider that “necessity renders the prohibited
permissible”. Consequently, necessity will render
layoff permissible to a certain extent that is
controlled and monitored on the sole discretion
of the commission on a case-by-case basis.
Economic reasons were recognized by the Legal
Department of the Ministry of Labor in Saudi
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Arabia as valid reasons upon which employment
contract can be terminated. The employer must
provide evidence showing that economic problems
have affected his/her company, and/or that offers
of new contracts which were accredited to him/
her were withdrawn due to economic recession.
Saudi Labor Law allows the employee, when the
contract is terminated for an invalid reason and
when layoff is considered unfair, to benefit from
indemnity as pronounced by the Commission for
Settlement of Labor Disputes. The indemnity is
evaluated by the Commission for Settlement of
Labor Disputes in the light of the termination
circumstances and taking account of any actual
and potential material and moral damages.
In all cases of layoff, even for economic reasons, the
employer cannot proceed with the layoff without
paying an award, advance notice or indemnity
according to Article 80 of the Saudi Labor Law.

The economic recession did not affect Saudi Arabia
as much as other countries. In fact, according to the
World Bank’s Doing Business Report 2010 - in which
TAGLegal participated in as a regional contributor
- amongst 183 countries from Afghanistan to
Zimbabwe, Saudi Arabia was ranked 13th for
starting a business. This is due to reforms designed
to facilitate doing business in the Kingdom. Saudi
Arabia was ranked 16th regarding the protection
of the investors, which will help to minimize
the negative effects of the economic recession.
Undoubtedly, specific sectors in the Kingdom have
been detrimentally affected by the economic crises,
such as stock market and real estate industry. But
the increase in direct foreign investment into Saudi
Arabia reflects the general economic stability.
		
		

TAGLegal Executive Director

		

cboukhater@tag-legal.com

Jordan Amends Press and
Publications Law
AMMAN - Jordan Cabinet has recently decided to
amend the Press and Publications Law. The new
law provides for establishing a judicial chamber
in Courts of First Instance and Courts of
Appeal throughout the Kingdom in order
to consider cases related to press and
publications. It also provides for naming
Amman Court of First Instance to
decide upon the criminal offences
against internal and external security
committed by any print, visual or
audio media.
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India Rules
Out Islamic
Banking
for the
Moment

NEW DELHI - India has recently ruled out
introducing Islamic banking in the country
for the moment, making the wait longer
for interest-free access to finance under the
principles of Sharia.
The introduction of Islamic banking was
recommended by a committee on financial sector
reforms, set up by the Planning Commission,
for delivery of interest-free finance on a larger
scale, even through the banking system.
However, the government decided not to go
ahead with the recommendations, and said it
was not feasible to introduce the new system

Tanzania: US
Praises Region's
Fight against
Counterfeited
Trade
DAR ES SALAAM - The United States has
commended the Eastern African Member States

under current circumstances.
“In the current statutory and regulatory
framework, it is not feasible for banks in
India to undertake Islamic banking activities,”
Minister of State for Finance Namo Narain
Meena told the Lok Sabha: the Lower House of
the Parliament of India on March 5, 2010.
He said the rules will apply to domestic banks
and their international operations and any
foreign bank operating in India.
A large number of around 150 million Muslims
in India – the third largest Muslim population
in the world after Indonesia and Pakistan –
prefer to stay away from commercial banks
due to religious proscriptions against interestdriven banking.
The values of interest-free Islamic banking are
finding greater recognition. China, which has
around 80 million Muslims, recently gave its
first licence for Islamic banking to the Bank of
Ningxia.
ifinanceexpert

for their commitment to improve legislations and
mechanisms and promote regional cooperation
to fight illegal trade and counterfeiting practices.
Mr. Alfonso Lenhardt, the US ambassador to
Tanzania, has recently said in Dar Es Salaam that
fighting counterfeiting and piracy requires the
concerted efforts within countries, regions, and
among global trading partners. Mr. Lenhardt
inaugurated the Anti-Counterfeiting workshop
that included experts from the US and other
representatives from the Intellectual Property
Rights enforcement authorities in the Eastern
African region.
allAfrica.com
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Apple Sues Smartphone
Maker HTC for Patent
Infringement
BEIJING - Apple has filed a lawsuit
against Taiwanese Smartphone
manufacturer HTC accusing it of
infringing about 20 patents. HTC
manufactures mobile devices
for several companies including
Google’s own Nexus One.
In a statement Apple’s Chief
Executive Steve Jobs said, “We can
sit by and watch competitors steal
our patented inventions, or we
can do something about it…we’ve
decided to do something about it.
We think competition is healthy, but
competitors should create their own
original technology, not steal ours.”
In its suit, filed with the US
International Trade Commission
and a district court in Delaware,
Apple is seeking a lasting
injunction which would effectively
bar HTC from selling phones that

use the disputed technology in the
United States.
HTC has so far released only a
short statement in which it said
it had not yet the opportunity to
examine the filing and were “unable
to comment on the validity of the
claims” being made against the
company. Many of the devices are
said to run on Google’s Android
operating system, amongst them
the Nexus One.
Apple is currently locked in a legal
action with another mobile phone
manufacture, Nokia. The Finnish
company sued Apple for patent
infringement in October 2009.
Apple countersued in December
and the case is still ongoing.
Xinhuanet

IPLAC Invites Nominations for Its 2010
Creative Achievement Award
CHICAGO - IL - The Intellectual Property Law Association of Chicago (IPLAC) invites nominations for its
2010 Creative Achievement Award. In addition to recognizing inventors, the award is intended to recognize
significant achievements in the creation of a trademark or service mark and related branding, marketing, and
advertising activities, as well as achievements in literary, visual, musical, dramatic, and other arts protected
by copyrights. The annual award may fall in any one of these categories for creative activity conducted in the
Chicago metropolitan area. IPLAC will announce the award winner at its Annual Meeting on May 4, 2010.
PATENTLYO
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Google Must Comply
with China Laws to Stay
BEIJING - Li Yizhong, Chinese Minister of Industry and
Information Technology, has recently told reporters at the
Great Hall of the People that if Google still plans to continue
its operations in China, it must comply with the Chinese
laws and respect the will of Chinese Internet users.
Asked whether his Ministry or any related government
departments are engaged in discussions with Google on
Internet policies in China, the Minister declined to respond.
“On this matter, Google knows it best itself,” Li Yizhong
said.
Google’s intent to leave China has drawn widespread
criticism from Chinese Internet users. Some analysts say
that China’s own Internet search giant baidu.com could
benefit, and Chinese users could manage without Google.
People’s Daily Online

India to Submit Intellectual
Property Rights Report to US
Trade Representative

NEW DELHI - India will submit a ‘status report’ on the progress
it has made on Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) protection
and enforcement during 2009 to the United States Trade
Representative (USTR). This is in response to USTR’s recent
directive to incorporate the views of foreign governments
and non- government organizations before its annual
“Special 301 Report”, a review of the global IPRs scenario and
its impact on the US-based industries. India’s submission will be
aimed at giving its version of IPRs compliance in the country during the
last year. India, along with 11 other countries, including China, Russia,
Canada, Venezuela and Argentina, is currently in the “priority watch list”.
It is worth mentioning that it is the first time USTR has decided to invite
submissions before it sits down to rate IP regimes across the world.
www.business-standard.com
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Jordan
Reduces
Tax
Exemption
for
Hybrids
AMMAN - The government has decided to reduce
the exemption from taxes and fees on hybrid
vehicles, and is expected to announce in the near
future how the decision will be implemented.
Mohammad Abu Hammour, Jordanian Finance
Minister, said that the exemption on all hybrid cars
bought directly from dealers or exporters has been
reduced from 100 per cent to 30 per cent of value
of the car.
Abu Hammour said that another government
decision issued on March 6, 2010 allows people
who replace their conventional engine cars with
hybrids to receive a 50 per cent exemption from
the special tax (81 per cent) imposed on all cars.
Current fees on hybrid cars, which use both gasoline
and electricity, range between JD1, 000 and JD4,
000 depending on the size of the engine.
Cars that are already in showrooms, the free zone,
on their way to the Kingdom or included in done
deals with exporters are excluded from the decision,
the Minister added.
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Where We Operate

General Administration
P.O. Box: 921100, Amman 11192, Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan
Telephone: (962-6) 5 100 900
Fax: (962-6) 5 100 901
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Street Address: Prince Shaker bin Zaid Street Shmeisani,
Amman, Jordan

Jeddah Office:
Email: taglegal.jeddah@tag-legal.com
Khobar Office:
Email: taglegal.khobar@tag-legal.com  
Khartoum, Sudan
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: taglegal.syria@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: taglegal.bahrain@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: taglegal.egypt@tag-legal.com

Ankara, Turkey
E-mail: taglegal.turkey@tag-legal.com

Gaza Strip, Palestine
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

United Arab Emirates

Baghdad, Iraq
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Amman, Jordan
Email: taglegal.jordan@tag-legal.com
Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: taglegal.kuwait@tag-legal.com
Beirut, Lebanon
Email: taglegal.lebanon@tag-legal.com

Sharjah Office:
Email: taglegal.uae@tag-legal.com
Abu Dhabi:
Email: taglegal.abudhabi@tag-legal.com
West Bank, Palestine
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Sana’a, Yemen
Email: taglegal.yemen@tag-legal.com
China

Tripoli, Libya
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Casablanca, Morocco
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Muscat, Oman
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Karachi, Pakistan
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Doha, Qatar
Email: taglegal.qatar@tag-legal.com
Saudi Arabia

Shanghai Office
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Beijing Office:
E-mail: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Edinburgh, UK
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com
Montréal, Canada
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Riyadh Office:
Email: taglegal.ksa@tag-legal.com
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